
These Local Rules are in Effect for ALL Sun City West Golf Courses 

OUT OF BOUNDS:  Out of bounds is defined by white stakes and/or lines, the course 
edge of public roads, curbs, perimeter fences and residential boundaries. When stakes 
and/or fencing are used, the out of bounds line is determined by the nearest inside 
points of the stakes or fence posts at ground level. 

PUBLIC ROADS:  A ball which crosses a public road defines as out of bounds and 
comes to rest beyond that road is out of bounds, even though it may lie on another part 
of the course that is in bounds for another hole, 

PREPARED ROCK:  Areas of rock closely arranged for a functional purpose (e.g. 
drainage or erosion control) are deemed to be immovable obstructions. Free relief 
under Rule 16.1b 

STONES IN BUNKERS:  are moveable obstructions. 

IMMOVABLE OBSTRUCTIONS NEAR THE PUTTING GREEN:  If a balls lies in the 
General Area that is closely mown and line of play interference exists with an 
immovable obstruction that is within two club lengths of the putting green and within two 
club lengths of the ball, the player may take relief without penalty. Rule 16.1b applies. 

ANIMAL DUNG:  At a player’s option, animal dung may be treated as either a loose 
impediment that may be removed und Rule 15.1 or a ground under repair which free 
relief is allowed under rule 15.1 

 BALL PLAYED FROM OUTSIDE RELIEF AREA WHEN TAKIN BACK-ON-THE LINE 
OF RELIEF:  (Local Rule E-12) When taking back on the line relief, the is NO additional 
penalty if a golfer plays a ball that was dropped in the relief area required by the 
relevant rule (16.2c(2), 17.1d(2), 19.2b or 19.3b) but came to rest outside the relief 
area, so long as the ball when played is within one club-length of where it first touched 
the ground when dropped. (More details available under Local Rule E-12) 

Explanation 
This exemption from penalty applies even if the ball is played from nearer the hole than 
the reference point (but not if played from nearer the hole than the spot of the original 
ball or the estimated point where the ball last crossed the edge of the penalty area). 
This local rule does not change the procedure for taking Back-On-the-Line relief under a 
relevant Rule. This means that the reference point and relief area are not changed the 
this Local Rule and that Rule 14.3c(2) can be applied by a player who drops a ball in the 
correct way and it comes to rest outside the relief area, whether this occurs on the first 
or second drop.* 



REPLACE OF CLUB  THAT IS BROKEN OR SIGNIFICANTLY DAMAGED: (local 
Rule G-9) If a player’s club is “broken or significantly damaged” during a round by the 
player or caddie, except of abuse, the play may replace club with any club under 
Rule.1b(4). When replacing a club the player must immediately take the broken or 
significantly damaged club out of play, using the procedure in Rule 4.1c(1). 

For this Local Rule: A club is “broken or significantly damaged” when: 
1. The shaft breaks into pieces, splinters or is bent  (but not only dented). 
2. The club face impact area is visibly deformed (but not only scratched). 
3. The club head is visibly and significantly deformed. 
4. The club head is detached or loose from the shaft, or 
5. The grip is loose. 

These Local Rules are in Effect for Deer Valley Men’s Golf Club play ONLY 

Wash out areas (dry rivulets) in the sandy (desert) areas of the course are deemed to 
be Ground Under Repair. Free Relied under Rule 16.1 

DVMGC Local Rule During Club Play   provides an alternative to Stroke and Distance 
for a ball that is Lost Outside a Penalty Area or is Out of Bounds. 

If the ball is determined to be out of bounds or lost, the DVMGC is using the local rule 
for out of bounds. The player may bring his ball into the fairway at the point where the 
ball went out of bounds within two club lengths of the edge of the fairway. The drop area 
is an imaginary semicircle extending one club length each side of the ball behind the 
ball no closer to the hole. A two stroke penalty is incurred. EX: If your tee shot goes out 
of bounds, at the point where you drop the ball in the fairway you will be lying 3 and 
hitting 4. 

Occasional Local Rule 

When conditions such as wet ground throughout parts of the course may course may 
cause mud to stick to the ball, the DVMGC may announce prior to the round the Club 
play will allow a MARK, LIFT, CLEAN  AND  REPLACE Local Rule to be in effect. 

When a player’s ball lies in the general area the ball may be lifted, cleaned and 
replaced without penalty. The player must mark the spot before lifting the ball 
(Rule 14.1) and the ball must be replace on its original spot (Rule 14.2) 

 


